
Installation 
Instructions

Removal of the existing ladder and steps.
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Loosen the bolts that secure the ladder to the anchor sockets.
Remove the pool ladder and steps from the pool 
and place on a clean, level surface.
Utilizing a 9/16” or 1/2” wrench, remove each 
step tread and set aside. Wrench size varies based on 
manufacturer.  
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Installing the JimmyBench
Align the JimmyBench to the existing ladder rails.
Using the new hardware (     ), insert a bolt through the 
ladder rail and through the bench in the two desired holes. 
Depth of bench varies based on holes utilized to secure 
bench to existing rails. NOTE: Some rails may require larger 
3/8” holes to be drilled to accomodate included hardware.  
Secure with a washer, lockwasher and 
nut. Repeat for the remaining hole.
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Installing new ladder bumpers
Remove the old ladder bumpers and discard.
Slide the new pivoting ladder bumpers onto the ends 
of the ladder rails.
*The new ladder bumpers pivot within its base to allow the 
base to rest flat against the pool wall
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Plugging the opening holes in the 
ladder rails

Using the dome plugs, item (     ), press 
a plug into each of the remaining 
open holes in the ladder rail.
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Re-installing the ladder rails with 
The JimmyBench

Slide the ladder rails into the existing anchor sockets.
Double-check the ladder bumpers to ensure that the base is 
resting parallel to the pool wall.
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NOTE: It is important to make sure your JimmyBench is positioned 
correctly (See Fig 2). If the pivoting ladder bumpers are not resting on 
the pool wall ( C ) and the JimmyBench is not square to the pool wall, 
DAMAGE TO POOL LINERS OR OTHER POOL SURFACES MAY OCCUR ( B ).  
This may be due to settled or crooked anchor sockets in the patio ( A ). 
It is recommended you contact your pool professional to properly install 
your new JimmyBench.

Using the 1/2” wrench or socket, retighten the anchor socket bolts. 
Slide the escutcheon plate down to cover the anchor sockets.
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Congratulations! Your new JimmyBench 
installation is complete.
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Don’t forget to register your JimmyBench warranty at      JimmyBench.com/warranty
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